Instructions to Contributors
1.

General – The journal “MAUSAM” publishes Article, Full length paper, Shorter Contribution, Letters, Review articles in English
and Hindi. Authors should send only their original research contributions for publication in MAUSAM. No manuscripts should be
submitted for publication if they have already been published or accepted for publication elsewhere.

2.

Manuscripts - The manuscript of the research paper should be sent to the Editor in soft copy on a CD or through email (preferably
e-mails at mausamps@gmail.com) along with two hard copies of the manuscripts. The manuscripts should be neatly type-written
in double space on one side of the paper only with wide margin and pages marked serially.

3.

Contents - The manuscripts of Papers/Shorter Contributions should contain Title (in upper and lower case); Name(s) of the
author(s) (in capital letters); Address (in upper and lower case); Abstract (in English and Hindi not exceeding 300/100 words);
Key words(not exceeding ten); Text (with headings and sub-headings of separate section, viz., Introduction, Data Methodology,
Results & Discussion, Conclusion, Acknowledgement) and Appendix, if any. “Letters” may be prepared without using
headings/subheadings in the text.

4.

References - A complete list of all references quoted in the text and arranged alphabetically may be given at the end of the paper
indicating clearly the name of the author (surname preceding the initials); year of publication; title of the paper (within inverted
commas); name of the journal in customary abbreviation form, volume and number of the journal and page numbers, e.g., Sud,
Y.C. Lau, K.M. Walker, G.K. and Kim, J.H., 1995, “Understanding biosphere-precipitation relationship : Theory, model
simulations and logical inferences”, Mausam, 46, 1 pp. 1-14.

5.

Tables - All tables may be given on separate sheet of paper at the end of the paper. No boxes may be drawn in the tables. The
legends of tables should be precise. Details about the tables, if any, should be given in the text of the paper.

6.

Figure - Line diagrams should be made neatly on good quality tracing paper with Indian ink by using 0.2 no. pen. The letters on
the drawings should be in upper and lower case (and not all capitals). Maps, if any, should depict only the geographical boundaries
without making the international boundaries. The size of the drawing should in no case be bigger than twice the page size of the
journal so that the figures on reduction come within a page (16 cm or 8 cm). The legends of all figures should be given on a
separate sheet of paper. The legends should be precise. Details about the figures, if any should be given in the text of the paper.

7.

Photographs - Photographs should be prepared in glossy prints of high quality showing clear black and white or colour contrasts.

8.

Papers in Hindi - In case of research papers in Hindi, the author(s) should also send an English version of the ABSTRACT
alongwith the Hindi version. All tables and figures should have bilingual legends and headings.

9.

Miscellaneous - Standard abbreviations in vogue only should be used in the paper. The names of month may be normally given in
full, but these can also be written in three letter form, such as, Jan, Feb, Mar etc. the dates should be given as 23 January or 23 Jan.
Time should be given as 0300 UTC or 0830 hr (IST). Only standard units, in force, should be used in the paper, e.g. hPa (not mb),
UTC (not GMT).

10. Soft copy (pdf format) of the paper as published in Mausam will be communicated to the corresponding authors on their e-mail. No
reprints in hard copy will be provided to the authors.
11. The authors are themselves responsible for the statements and opinions advanced by them in their contributions published in
“MAUSAM”. The Editor & Director General of Meteorology does not hold himself responsible for any such statement and
opinions expressed by the authors in their papers.
Information for subscribers
All payments towards annual subscription, cost of MAUSAM etc. may be sent by Demand Draft only drawn in favour of
“Administrative Officer (DDO)”, O/o Director General of Meteorology, India Meteorological Department, Mausam Bhawan, Lodi
Road, New Delhi 110 003” payable at Delhi or New Delhi.
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